Grow Your Own Teachers, a non-profit organization that aims to diversify the public school teaching workforce by providing support to aspiring teachers of color, is looking for part time support to maintain its website.

**One-time Refreshing GYO’s Website**

GYO’s website requires some refreshing to more prominently highlight key information and replace outdated information. This would entail:

- Some text updates to every page (the site currently has about ten separate pages).
- Reformatting several pages of the site, for example: reformatting the home page to better showcase our news feed, creating an application page that better serves people applying to GYO, etc.
- We are not looking for rebranding or a redesign of the site at this time.

**On-going Updates (Monthly):**

Minor ongoing edits/updates to the website, such as posting a link the newsletter, adding our monthly participant profile, updating our application deadlines. GYO typically needs such updates 1-2 times per month.

Compensation is based on a hourly rate of $50/hr. For more information or to submit a proposal, please contact Ken Snyder at ksnyder@gyo-il.org